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Ink Stained
Isabelle Edgar ’19

It is a certain echoing rhythm
One that etches memories into our skull
Bone carving
Graffitied brain

Words can get lost in the bigness
Bounce through the walls
And hide in the caves
Staining surfaces
Left unanswered

My spine leaves an ink print on the rock
as I peel it away when the sky is filled with
Spills of pastel imperfections once again

Stillness comes in rivers
Eyelashes blink motion
That cut a wake through
An earth gone numb
Gone to sleep on the breath of the wind
Surrendered

When my fingerprints kiss the sandstone
I am
One fingerprint on
One rock on
One level of
One canyon in
One corner of
One state
I am one

I am one of many 
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Foot Washing Frog
Sophia Adelstein ’19

There is a comfort in staring at
the pulsing ocean of bioluminescence
That washes in above our heads each night
A blanket of home
The same one that you see even when you are far enough away
That my words stain surfaces of caves
And never reach your ears

I’ll smile when I call to you across the canyon into the echoing rhythm
When I meet your eyes even if at a distance
Letting the etchings remind me that we can be two of many
Together
Ink prints
Oceans of stars 

Look at the sand caked in the creases of our palms
We have stories to tell

I’ll smile when I see you again
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Cooking with Time
Mason Drummey ’18

     I cook for myself because I love to eat. Eating for me is a spiritual release: 
one that allows me to step back from the world and enter a place of solitude 
and peace. As soon as I sit down to eat my latest work, all of my attention is put 
into making sure that I finish as much of it as I can. It is a form of meditation for 
me, where I can clear my head of all trouble and worries, and focus on one bite 
at a time. I just have to dig into this cinnamon roll and I am totally free from all 
responsibilities for the moment.
     Food has a special power for me; it is a gateway into my memories.   When-
ever I cook my grandfather’s favorite rosemary and marinade lamb shanks, I 
remember my times with him. When I prepare the herbs and the marinade for 
the lamb, I relive my times at his house picking the same herbs from his little gar-
den. I can remember the story he told me about growing up on Sakonnet point 
as a kid as I ran around his kitchen. All I have to do today is cook his favorite 
meal and I can see his smile, feel his warm aura of love and affection, and hear 
his quiet advice, six years after he passed away. Everytime I eat the lamb, I can 
picture myself across from his old dining room table in Connecticut as he slid 
the vegetables off my plate while my parents weren’t looking. I still miss him, 
but being able to relive those precious moments with him help me remember 
and honor his life and legacy. Likewise, fresh mozzarella, balsamic vinaigrette, 
and black pepper over homemade bread bring me back to my other grandfa-
ther’s house in New Jersey. Each bite of the tangy, tasty snack whispers to me his 
favorite question, “Wanna hear a dirty joke?”, and after an enthusiastic nod from 
me,  the answer “A pig fell in the mud!”. It brings me back to a time of peace and 
comfort, before he was confined to his bed due to disease and sickness. Like the 
lamb shanks, the fresh mozzarella and balsamic remind me of everything that 
made my grandfather the character that he was; from the way he chuckled as he 
ruffled my hair to all of his terrible jokes.
     Few people appreciate the power of food and what it can do. Fewer still view 
food as a teleportation device that allows you to revisit and relive certain mo-
ments in your life. I have honed my passion for eating to an art, and each time I 
prepare and cook another meal I look forward to the peace and delight that eat-
ing brings me. Every day I create new experiences, and it can be hard to remem-
ber all the times that I have shared with others, but I have learned that every dish 
has the potential to bring you back in time to a memory that you can’t replace. 
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Rumpelstiltskin
Abigail Turner ’19
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Changing the Ghost
Brenna Donahue ’19

One night, you entered.
Swift and silent, as unexpectedly as an earthquake
One second there, the next in shambles. 
Her small fingers intertwined with her mother’s, their arms swinging 
     side by side as
Her small form walked into the room, smiling without knowing 
And feeling without anyone else seeing 
The ghost of your form appear.

You arrested her life, 
You stole her energy as she stood, 
Stiff as a soldier seeing an impending bullet, as motionless as if she 
     had died 
She heard the panicked voices echoing in the distance
And saw the strangled eyes of the figures around her
But all her attention was on you.
You who took her to a place her three-year-old body never should 
     have seen.

The wind of your coldness pierced her arms as you dragged her below 
the skies
Far removed from the palm of her mother’s hand. 
You haunted her dreams with endless cloaks of darkness and bitter cold,
Your icicles melted the strength of her fire until all she knew was 
     a stream of salty tears and 
Isolation. 
Because of you, her childhood felt the violent throbs of fear of 
     your return, 
Of suppressed screams no one could hear and 
Anxiety that never ceased to die.
Over the years you destroyed her. 
But over the years love saved her.
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Open hearts soothed the scars you left on her,
Speaking without saying and seeing without intruding 
All she needed to feel. 
Embraces from her mother enveloped her in sunshine, 
Masking golden rays over the jagged edges of your darkness. 
Art painted the words she couldn’t get out, 
Books led her to a world where you couldn’t get in, 
A world where you didn’t overpower.
Other hands encompassed her,
Hands that unwound the strangle of yours,
That gave her a voice that spoke 
And hope that she didn’t have to fight you alone.

Because now her flame burns bright and strong,
A power that will never extinguish.
Now she stands without slouching and fights without cowering,
A force that you cannot reckon with. 
For her silence has changed to words,
Her agony to healing, 
Her insecurity to self-worth.
Now, you have failed. 
And now,
She will rise. 
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Music Transfusion
Patrick Hodgson ’18

     Hunched over a  computer screen, my fingers continued to peck at the 
keys as I finish my final report for the day. My eyes burned from staring 
at the screen for hours. I pinched the bridge of my nose and reached for 
my cup of my cold mediocre coffee. Damn, it had been a long day, a long 
week. My gray cubicle was stationed in the corner of the office which 
happened to be near the clock hung on the beige colored walls. 4:37--only 
four minutes since I had last checked it. 
     As the clock struck five o’clock I gathered my briefcase and gave a 
few half-hearted “Have a good night” to colleagues on the way to the 
elevator. After I stepped inside, I tapped the button four times to close 
the door. When I went to step out of the elevator, my foot sent a black 
flash drive skittering across the floor. I picked it up, turning it over in my 
hands figuring someone must have dropped it on his way out. I slid it in 
my coat pocket and did not give it another thought.
     The rain began to downpour sideways on my trek to the train station. 
I tightened my coat about my chest and tried to press on. As the subway 
cars raced through the city, my mind drifted to soup, hot soup. Camp-
bells?  When had I begun substituting canned soup for the counter at Pho 
Ga? What was happening? Boredom was seeping in like a disease.
     Changing into dry clothes, I found the flash drive. On a whim, I 
plugged it into my Mac. A few clicks and suddenly music filled my kitch-
en. A unique, sultry beautifully raspy voice surrounded me and I was 
mesmerized. The drive contained six tracks, roughly recorded, and after 
the third hour, I had all the songs memorized.  I pulled out my acoustic 
guitar and tuned it, the strings dusty. I could feel the color returning to 
my cheeks, to my life.
     I spent my morning at work more productive, taking my coffee break, 
searching new bands and visiting a few local hotspots. Skipping lunch, I 
opted for my earbuds and a granola bar, allowing the chords to transport 
me. 
     When I turned the corner into the copy room, I ran into her, the new 
hire. She dropped some papers and looked at me sheepishly.
      “So sorry, I wasn’t paying attention,” I stammered.
      “No worries,” she answered. 
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LOVE
Danielle McShea ’18

      “Let me help you.” 
      “No, it’s no problem, really. I shouldn’t have copied…”she began, her 
cheeks reddening, her blond hair falling loose over her shoulder.
     I glanced at a paper as I returned it to her, something caught my eye.
     “I..I shouldn’t have copied it,” she whispered. “Fliers, for my band,” 
she added looking behind me to be sure no one overheard.
      “You’re in a band?” I said, my heart quickening.
      “Yeah, we just mess around mostly, but we’re playing at the The Taft 
this Friday.”
      “Cool,” I said. She turned to go, her green eyes catching mine. “Hey, 
did you drop a flash drive with music?”
     She stopped and looked up at me. “Yeah, I misplaced a...”
     “I found it,” I said. “I didn’t want to give it back, but here it is. It’s 
great.”
     “Thanks,” she smiled. “See you Friday night?”
     For once, things were looking up. 
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Dear Teenager
Nana Firdauzi Ize Umar ’18

Dear Teenager
Talk to me if you want to--I won’t bite.
Come to me if you are curious--Curiosity isn’t a crime.
Laugh with me--And not at me.
Wanna hang out--Ask me.
Stop stealing a glimpse of me--Say what’s on your mind.
Don’t understand me? Don’t judge me.
I’m not a terrorist. I’m a Muslim.
I’m not impossible to be a friend with--In fact the word itself spells 
     I’m possible.
Who am I? Ask me directly.
I want to get to know you--Allow me.
Don’t judge me--Without knowing me.
Wanna hang out?
Wanna be bffs?
I like you.
Wanna go to the dance with me?
Wanna go to prom with me?
Yes, I am a Muslim.
I don’t think I should be punished for crimes I did not commit.

Dear teenager,
Our only difference is my hijab.
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Delphinium
Mahima Patel ’19
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Defining Effortlessness
Olivia Evans ’21

I stood,
Posed,
Still as a statue.

The wait for the music 
Seemed like an eternity,
But as soon as those
First bars of light melody 
     registered,
My body was lifted up
And carried away.

I sprung into the first step,
Then the next,
And the next.

A motion picture in my head,
Each step, each detail,
Making a brief appearance
Before the next scene took its place.

Somewhere, far off in the distance,
My teacher called out corrections,
But the open space in my brain 
   was as small
As the space in the toy-filled 
     playroom of a young child.
Too absorbed in my movement 
     to focus
On anything of the outside world.

The wisps of concentration I 
     had left
Went next into the turning section.
I tracked the back corner as I 
whipped myself around,

As though it were the bullseye,
And I was the arrow being shot 
     from the bow.

All the while, 
The voice of my teacher 
     surrounded me,
Bound tightly around me
As though I were a baby
Swaddled in a thick blanket.
A voice that guided me,
Yet at the same time, 
That I was unable to hear.

Then came the last few seconds,
Seconds which turned to minutes,
Which turned to hours.
My shoes became heavier 
     and heavier,
Bricks bound to my feet,
Weighing me down.
The sound of heavy shoes 
     hitting the floor
And light, airy music
Became one.

Finally, that last balance,
All that pressure
On one tiny foot
On an even smaller platform.

And then I stood,
Posed,
Still as a statue.
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Race Point Light
Hannah Buscher ’18
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Drums vs. Flats
Kiera Furey ’19

     When it comes to eating chicken wings of any sort, every person can 
agree that there is a clear divide among wing lovers. Is there a chasm be-
tween those who would choose Buffalo Wild Wings and those who prefer 
Wingstop? Is it possible that the argument between honey mustard and 
barbecue sauce has become too tumultuous to resolve? I am here to lay 
claim to the biggest controversy of all—an argument that has torn even 
the closest of friends apart.
     Drums versus flats.
     Chicken is chicken no matter how it is served, and we can all move 
past this insignificant difference and enjoy the glorious gift that is poultry. 
To a certain extent, I must allow myself to understand the stark difference 
they see. It is true, yes, that chicken, whether between the bones of a flat 
or on a drumstick is, in fact, chicken all the same.
     Some like to claim flavor is the only aspect that matters. These people 
lack the skill to eat a flat over a drum. Eating a wing requires such preci-
sion and accuracy that unless done correctly might as well not be done. 
With a drumstick, any person could gnaw on it until they have finished 
the chicken with no regard for the art of it. The bone is in the center of 
the chicken therefore bites can be taken any which way, resulting in a full 
stomach. With a flat wing, there will remain meat in between the two out-
er bones if this same approach is taken. The flat must be carefully picked 
apart, sparing the leftover meat from falling to the floor. 
     All in all, these different ways of eating wings, when looked at with a 
keen eye, define the person as a whole. 
     Avid drumstick eaters reject tradition similar to those who listen to 
heavy metal and wear copious amounts of black eyeliner. This blunt dis-
missal of such an ingrained custom like eating flats must be respected in 
some manner. While those who champion the drumstick deserve respect, 
their actions disguise their true character. Those who prefer drums lack 
the confidence to go out on a limb or possibly embarrass themself by 
learning the art of flat-wing eating. Any experienced, sage wing connois-
seur would support my claim that the ability to eat a flat with skill is not 
an everyday occurrence. Those like myself who not only have the confi-
dence, but ability to eat a flat with grace carry this characteristic over to 
their everyday lives.
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Untitled
Bridget Birmingham ’18

     This argument, whether it takes place between two friends across a 
plate of late night, pre-cooked and frozen wings, or on a larger scale is as 
relevant to my generation as the next presidential election. However we 
choose to orient ourselves--on the side of wings or flats--it distinguishes a 
significant aspect of our personality that is either revered or dismissed by 
our peers. Even the simple act of choosing a side deserves respect, as such 
a difficult choice could cost friendships and the respect of others.
     No matter drumstick lovers or flat connoisseurs, every wing fan must 
understand that those on either side feel so strongly about our feathered 
friends that they will take great risk with their claims. A common thread 
between both sides just might be able to hold the wing community to-
gether.
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Dollhouse
Thalia Jimenez ’20

The house 
Neat, tidy, average 
Couches, table, chairs 
Tv, microwave, fridge 
It all seems normal 
Perfect even 
But is normal going to sleep at 1 am 
Yelling over nonsense
Nitpicking because intoxicated 
I hope your drink was worth it 
I hope the tears your children cry was worth it 
I hope when you wake up and no one wants to talk, you understand 
I hope when we all fear the mood your in 
When we avoid coming home 
When we tear ourselves apart 
Because we love you 
Because we hate you 
Because it hurts 
I hope when we pretend 
When we smile so we dont cry 
When we make small talk 
When we dodge the elephant in the room 
When we walk on eggshells 
Just to smash it to pieces from the smallest thing
Swearing and screaming
The fear 
The tears 
The aching inside 
The pain that we hide 
Daddys just not feeling well 
Baby don’t cry 
It’ll be okay 
It will stop soon 
When we stop fighting 
When we stop trying 
When we stop talking 
It’s give in and give up 
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Peach Fuzz
Daniella Pyne ’19
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Noise
Miranda Van Mooy ’20

I slide into my seat.
Backpack scraping the linoleum,
The zipper clicks against my water bottle as I,
Quickly reach to keep it from hitting the ground,
Making sound.

Students.
All kinds of students start to meander in,
Talking with friends.
Friends,
That is their audience, yet I hear them,
All at once--

Noise.

The teacher explains how today we are going to…

I hear someone is opening a crinkly Halloween candy,
Rambunctious boys 
Missing the shot
Plastic water bottles littered around the basket,
Laughter

“Ha, can you believe we have practice tomorrow?”
“Right, we’ve won all our games.”
Someone’s calculator skids across the floor,
“Can you pass me that?”
Papers shuffle, the teacher must be passing out today’s work,

I get stuck in the rickety desk again,
Rockity rock, back and forth,
I reach to get my paper,
Tangled hands as I try not to connect with the people at my table,
I really need to take off this old nail polish,
Someone else gets up to ask for a pass,
Ha, their desk squeaks too,
Today is quadratics.

Across the room I see he doesn’t have a pencil again
He never has a pencil, I wonder where they always go,
I wonder how many pencils are lost per year just in our school
The great pencil void,
Quadratics.
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“What’s the English homework again?”
Oh I know that, but she couldn’t have been asking me,
Wouldn’t want to hear from me anyways,
X equals
Negative b.

Finally someone picked up those water bottles,
Missed again,
How is he wearing a short-sleeved shirt?
I knew I would still be cold in this shirt,
Goosebumps on goosebumps on goosebumps,

Focus.

Plus or minus the square root,
Why couldn’t I look cute like her?
She always looks so put together even in baggy sweatshirts,
Damn I forgot mascara,
Clickity clack, 
Chromebook keyboards,
B squared.
Cacophony,
Minus 4ac.
Tall black boots march over to the pencil sharpener,
GRRRERRRERERERGERE
All over 2a!
Heads start to hunch over,
Someone has a squeaky pencil again,
I should be working,
“Achoo!”
“Bless you.” 
“Bless you.”
“A tes souhaits.”
“Shut up with the French.”
Only one more quarter of French then,
I’ll be done.

No. 
Stop.
Focus.
X equals.
What does x equal?

X. Equals. 

There’s so.
Much.
Noise.
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Monsters
Lily Klopfer ’18

My body has become a playground, 
my mind a jungle gym for the thoughts that jump around and dance 
     on my brainwaves. 
The thoughts are not those that wander aimlessly, 
but rather those that creep. 

They creep out from under the bed, 
from behind the dresser, 
from inside the closet. 

When I was younger my parents told me there were no monsters 
     in my room. 
But as I grew up I came to realize 
that the real monsters are not seen. 
Not by anyone. 
They are felt. 
And I feel them every minute
of every day. 

They hide in the dark corners of my mind 
and come out to play when I least expect it. 
They scratch and claw at my insides 
until I’m left raw and bleeding. 
I cry and beg them to go away. 
And sometimes they do. 

There are moments,
there are days
when I can wake up 
and not want to go back to sleep. 
There are moments when I do not feel the cuts and bruises that 
     my demons have left me. 

Other days,
I’m not so lucky. 
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The monsters scream loud in my head, 
“You’re not pretty enough.”
“You’re not thin enough.” 
“Why are you the way you are?”
“You are nothing.” 
Some are more subtle than others. 
“What if he doesn’t love you?”
“What if they don’t actually want you here?” 
What if. 
What if. 
What if. 

I wake up 
and instantly want to go back to sleep,
and never rise again. 
I wake up and I’m more tired than the night before. 
Because my demons do not let me sleep. 
When I shut my eyes,
they creep into my dreams
and make me see things that I will never unsee. 

I wake up
and ask myself,
“Why?” 
Why is this happening to me? 
Why do I feel this way?
What is wrong with me?

My friends always tell me
that I have nothing to be afraid of. 
But if they saw what I see in my dreams, 
behind my eyelids where no one else ventures,
they would run and hide. 
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Cow
Tori Johnson ’19

Diatom
Kaylee Kuehne ’20
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Quiet Sky
Brody McLean ’20

Untitled
Jessie Soares ’18
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Livin’ on a Prayer
Roxana Lengyel ’19

     No religious camp can promote a god so cruel.
     “He will protect you from physical harm. He holds you in His hands. You 
and disaster will not commingle.” 
     It is unfortunate; Disaster and I are quite close friends.
     Morning worship on the docks sounded tranquil enough the quiet flap-
ping of seagulls on the lake, the muted water hitting sand, the murmured 
intentions of the Religious Advisor. Little did she know within the hour I will 
capsize a Sunfish twice, sail into a fellow sailor, and ram my craft into that 
same port where invocations of serenity are offered to Jesus Christ.
     Following the final “Amen,” Red Sea of children sprint from the wharf 
sagging under the weight of prayer and youth to the boathouse possessing 
kayaks, canoes, and my target, a Sunfish. My girl Christina and I snag a 
colorful dinghy and set out upon the water, zooming in and out of the paths 
of minnow schools and fellow campers. A wind energizes our sails, with 
expansiveness consuming me to leap up and down the stern. Submersion 
arrives 0.67 seconds with the Sunfish belly up and a scowl from my skipper. 
History really does repeats itself, I realize, as the exact predicament dupli-
cates three minutes later. This fresh violation prompts the boathouse counsel-
ors to sound The Horn I pray it signifies the regular, “time to come in!”, not 
the expected, “Roxana, the trouble you have caused is deeper than the waters 
you sail in.”
     Well, fine no matter, I am still living it up. A quick dip back in to the bank, 
perhaps an admonishment, yet no real obstacle has popped up. I mean, 
after all, the Lord God promised no “physical harm,” no means for an end. I 
assume He did not account for my adrenaline and lack of coordination; my 
pull into shore is as “Hail Mary, full of grace,” as a giraffe on stilts. In my jit-
ters I knock Christina off starboard, only to glide the boat over her head and 
smash the pricey plastic into the jetty on which awaits the boat staff.
     “‘Three strikes and you’re out’” becomes four strikes and you need more 
prayer.
     And thus, I sit on the porch of Cabin 02 and “perform a reflection,” deem-
ing God either an ironic phenomenon or an sadistic savage. The untruth of 
morning prayers manifests itself in the stretcher Christina lies upon, along-
side the wounded sailboat.
     Imaginary church bells ring in seven o’clock nighttime. My co-captain 
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La Catrina
Abigail Corner ’19

departs First Aid, cry-laughing on the affair. One boat counselor exonerates 
me, while I perceive the other a tiny bit reluctant to give me an extra marsh-
mallow at bonfire.
     My contemplations reward; I, at last, acknowledge a satirical relationship 
with God. I just regret having to Wade in the Water to identify it.
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Hooded Boy
Chloe McLean ’18

Cup of
Blues

Quinn O’Rourke ’19
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Untitled
Angelina Dvorak ’19
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Untitled
Sophia Governo ’18

Horseshoe Crab
Hilary Packard ’20
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